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ABSTRACT
Our work aims to apply iterative communication techniques to
improve functionality of human-robot teams working in space and
other high-risk environments. Forms of iterative communication
include progressive incorporation of human preference and other-
wise latent task specifications. Our prior work found that humans
would choose not to comply with robot-provided instructions and
then proceed to self-justify their choices despite the risks of phys-
ical harm and blatant disregard for rules. Results clearly showed
that humans working near robots are willing to sacrifice safety
for efficiency. Current work aims to improve communication by
iteratively incorporating human preference into optimized path
planning for human-robot teams operating over large areas. Future
work will explore the extent to which negotiation can be used as a
mechanism for improving task planning and joint task execution
for humans and robots.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Mixed / augmented reality;
• Computer systems organization→ Robotics.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
As research in autonomy progresses and safety is improved, hu-
mans and robots increasingly occupy shared space environments.
Augmented reality (AR) holds substantial promise for facilitating
safe and efficient collaboration of humans and robots working in
close proximity. A significant body of research exists that shows
the usefulness of augmented reality for human-robot interaction
(HRI), such as in [12, 14, 17, 20, 25, 26] and many others. However,
the use of AR does not guarantee safety or human compliance
[6]. Our work is aimed at providing iterative communica-
tion modes for human-robot teams with a particular focus
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Figure 1: Recent work used augmented reality to facilitate
communication between a quadcopter robot and a human
participant in a shared workspace. The virtual overlay on
the experimental environment is shown here, with the blue
squares providing the user a route to Bin 4.

on applications to extraterrestrial environments (1) to ex-
pose insights about human behavior and (2) to elicit robot
behavior incorporating human-provided insights.

Prior work demonstrates that AR can facilitate human-robot
communication in terrestrial environments [13, 15, 20, 25]. Substan-
tial research also shows the utility of robotics for space applications
[4, 9, 10]. NASA has also been investigating the implementation
of augmented reality into its next generation spacesuits [1, 18, 22].
The Artemis missions returning humans to the lunar surface (and
human Mars missions of the future) will include robotic rovers
and other autonomous systems; human-robot teams aided by AR
in these high-risk space environments will almost certainly have
extensive, novel, and far-reaching applications.

As we imagine what kinds of technologies these future use cases
might require, it is clear that there are many open questions about
the ways in which humans and autonomous systems can communi-
cate using augmented reality. Thus motivates our research question:
How can iterative planning be leveraged to improve human-
robot team function in extraterrestrial environments? When
in an environment such as a lunar base or Mars outpost, ahuman-
robot team must be agile and functional, able to promote under-
standing, compliance, and safety for all agents. We hypothesize
that iterative planning that leverages collaborative optimization is
a foundational component for producing such teams.

2 HUMANS ARE NON-COMPLIANT
At present, even state-of-the-art autonomous systems require phys-
ical barriers and additional safeguards like emergency shutdown
buttons when humans are working in close proximity. In a recent
analysis, quadrotors were found to cause 4,250 injuries between
the years 2015-2020 in the United States [11]. Our recent work [6]
serves as a step in exploring human-robot communication using
augmented reality in a collocated high-risk environment without
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physical barriers. We designed our experimental system and en-
vironment to investigate the question, How do humans violate
instructions communicated by a robot in a noisy and danger-
ous environment? If they decide not to comply, how do they
rationalize their decisions?

The participant’s main activity was to follow printed instructions
in a strict order to collect blocks from 8 parts bins and to assemble
them in sequence at their home base. Meanwhile, a noisy airborne
quadcopter robot conducted inventory at various bins. This quadro-
tor was slightly louder than a vacuum cleaner and has a maximum
speed of 37 mph [2]. The participant wore an AR head-mounted
display (ARHMD) displaying a virtual 3x5 grid and selectable bin
labels (see Fig. 1). The grid contained up to 3 colors: red for robot-
owned spaces; blue for human-owned spaces; and yellow for no
one’s space. Participants were explicitly told multiple times only to
walk on the blue grid areas. After bin access was requested via the
ARHMD and granted by the robot, blue grid squares appeared to
provide a route to the bin (e.g. Bin 4 in Fig. 1).

Partway through the experiment, when the participant was at
a remote bin, their blue route back to home disappeared, those
grid squares turning red and yellow. At this point, a surprising
25% of participants chose to disregard the explicit instructions they
had received as well as the implicit instructions from the robot and
insteadwalked directly through the red and yellow regions to return
to Home. Over half of participants deviated from protocol and
produced their own process to establish a route back toHome. Seven
participants admitted to considering other processes, including
going entirely outside the grid and experimental area. Furthermore,
all participants felt safe, despite being as close as 1.5 meters to
the loud and dangerous flying robot.

This work clearly shows that humans working in proximity to
robots both overestimate their safety and appear willing to sacri-
fice some amount of safety to increase efficiency. Furthermore,
they establish their own justifications for non-compliance,
regardless of whether their choices put them in harm’s way.
In post-task interviews, we confirmed that users desire insight into
an autonomous system to help them understand its reasoning, de-
crease frustration, and help them make their own decisions during
uncertainty. Results also suggest that increasing a user’s perception
of the robot’s intelligence could subsequently increase their feelings
of safety, significantly decreasing cognitive load.

3 HUMANS PREFER PREDICTABILITY
Significant work has investigated robot predictability [5, 7, 8, 19, 24].
Other work has even explored combining optimized path planning
with teleoperation using augmented reality [21]. However, our cur-
rent work includes the ability to iteratively incorporate human
preferences in a path planning optimization, particularly for robots
operating over large spatial scales, improving communication of
plans and desires between agents. In the application area of space
exploration, our collaborative autonomous airborne robot can be
used to search an area for Mars outpost construction, perform geo-
logical exploration, or advance path-planning for rover traversal.

To begin our iterative optimization, we start with a search path
composed of a set number of waypoints. Our objective function is
first designed such that the we (a) minimize the number of way-
points required to accomplish our search path, while (b) maintaining

Figure 2: In our current work, we use path planning optimiza-
tion to maximize an airborne robot’s area coverage adhering
to preference and predictability. A user first sees the original
optimization. If unpredictable, unclear, or undesirable, they
can iteratively provide additional inputs to the plan.
a maximum distance between waypoints and (c) maximizing cov-
erage. In a search area that is divided into a discrete gridspace, we
define coverage as the number of unique grid cells that have been
visited by the robot, either with a distinct waypoint that lies within
the grid cell or by traversing across a cell when traveling between
two waypoints. Next, the human may input details about obstacles
and no-go zones, with appropriate radii for avoidance, and then it-
erate on the optimized path. In the third step, the human teammate
is given the opportunity to directly augment the optimized path
further in support of discovering latent objective criteria known
only to the human. In this way, we incorporate human-provided
guidance and preferences into an optimization to improve the robot
behavior’s performance and predictability.

4 HUMAN-ROBOT NEGOTIATION
Our future work will continue to build on the throughlines of safety,
compliance, preference, and understanding by allowing humans
and robots to directly negotiate during instances of conflict. In a
recent survey of human negotiation literature [3], authors noted the
dearth of research on how relationships impact the negotiation out-
come. This gap is mirrored in the human-robot interaction research,
wherein we find a lack of work examining human-robot relation-
ships, particularly for negotiation. Research in human cooperation
[16] showed that people playing the Prisoner’s Dilemma game [23]
are twice as likely to cooperate when the game is called the Commu-
nity Game as when it is called the Wall Street Game, demonstrating
how simple construal manipulation affects outcomes. In our fu-
ture work, we plan to examine how construal of the human-robot
relationship affects the outcomes of the required negotiation.

5 IMPACT AND RELEVANCE
We anticipate that the results of our work will have significant
impacts on human-robot communication, particularly collaborative
planning and negotiation. High-risk environments are prime for
the incorporation of autonomous systems as well as augmented
reality. The aim of our work is to ensure that a human-robot team
can iteratively collaborate and develop plans, thus resulting in
increased efficiency, throughput, safety, and compliance.
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